Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The discovery of a Higgs boson at the CERN LHC \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] and the measurement of its mass, spin, parity, and couplings \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\] raises the question of whether the Higgs boson sector consists of only one scalar doublet, which results in a single physical Higgs boson as expected in the standard model (SM), or whether additional bosons are involved in electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking.

The two-Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) \[[@CR5]\] provides an extension of the SM Higgs boson sector introducing a second scalar doublet. The 2HDM is incorporated in supersymmetric models \[[@CR6]\], axion models \[[@CR7]\], and may introduce additional sources of explicit or spontaneous *CP* violation that explain the baryon asymmetry of the universe \[[@CR8]\]. Various formulations of the 2HDM predict different couplings of the two doublets to right-handed quarks and charged leptons: in the Type-I formulation, all fermions couple to only one Higgs doublet; in the Type-II formulation, the up-type quarks couple to a different doublet than the down-type quarks and leptons; in the "lepton-specific" formulation, the quarks couple to one of the Higgs doublets and the leptons couple to the other; and in the "flipped" formulation, the up-type fermions and leptons couple to one of the Higgs doublets, while the down-type quarks couple to the other.

The two Higgs doublets entail the presence of five physical states: two neutral and *CP*-even bosons (h  and H, the latter being more massive), a neutral and *CP*-odd boson ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This paper describes a search for a heavy pseudoscalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\text {A}$$\end{document}$ boson is reconstructed from the invariant mass of the visible decay products in events when the Z  boson decays to charged leptons, or is inferred through a partial reconstruction of the mass using quantities measured in the transverse plane when the Z  boson decays to neutrinos. The signal would emerge as a peak above the SM continuum of the four-body invariant mass ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sqrt{s}=8\,\text {Te}\text {V} $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR10]\], this analysis benefits from the increased center-of-mass energy and integrated luminosity, includes final states with invisible decays of the Z  boson, increases the sensitivity to b  quark associated production, and extends the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{\text {A}}$$\end{document}$, the angular separation between the b  quarks becomes small, and the Higgs boson is reconstructed as a single large-cone jet; the corresponding CMS analysis presents limits on the 2HDM from 800$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The CMS detector {#Sec2}
================

A detailed description of the CMS detector, together with a definition of the coordinate system used and the relevant kinematic variables, can be found in Ref. \[[@CR13]\].

The central feature of the CMS apparatus is a superconducting solenoid of 6 m internal diameter, providing a magnetic field of 3.8 T. Within the solenoid volume are a silicon pixel and strip tracker, a lead tungstate crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL), and a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter (HCAL), each composed of a barrel and two endcap sections. Forward calorimeters extend the pseudorapidity coverage provided by the barrel and endcap detectors. Muons are detected in gas-ionization chambers embedded in the steel flux-return yoke outside the solenoid.

The silicon tracker measures charged particles within the pseudorapidity range $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The first level of the CMS trigger system \[[@CR17]\], composed of custom hardware processors, uses information from the calorimeters and muon detectors to select the most interesting events in a fixed time interval of less than 4$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Event reconstruction {#Sec3}
====================

A global event reconstruction is performed with a particle-flow (PF) algorithm \[[@CR18]\], which uses an optimized combination of information from the various elements of the detector to identify stable particles reconstructed in the detector as an electron, a muon, a photon, a charged or a neutral hadron. The PF particles have to pass the charged-hadron subtraction (CHS) algorithm \[[@CR19]\], which discards charged hadrons not originating from the primary vertex, depending on the longitudinal impact parameter of the track. The primary vertex is selected as the vertex with the largest value of summed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Electrons are reconstructed in the fiducial region $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta |<2.5$$\end{document}$ by matching the energy deposits in the ECAL with charged particle trajectories reconstructed in the tracker \[[@CR15]\]. The electron identification is based on the distribution of energy deposited along the electron trajectory, the direction and momentum of the track, and its compatibility with the primary vertex of the event. Electrons are further required to be isolated from other energy deposits in the detector. The electron relative isolation parameter is defined as the sum of transverse momenta of all the PF candidates, excluding the electron itself, divided by the electron $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Muons are reconstructed within the acceptance of the CMS muon systems using tracks reconstructed in both the muon spectrometer and the silicon tracker \[[@CR16]\]. Additional requirements are based on the compatibility of the trajectory with the primary vertex, and on the number of hits observed in the tracker and muon systems. Similarly to electrons, muons are required to be isolated. The muon isolation is computed from reconstructed PF candidates within a cone of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Jets are clustered using the anti-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k_{\mathrm {T}}$$\end{document}$ algorithm \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\] with a distance parameter of 0.4. The contribution of neutral particles originating from pileup interactions is estimated to be proportional to the jet area derived using the [FastJet]{.smallcaps} package \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\], and subtracted from the jet energy. Jet energy corrections, extracted from both simulation and data in multijet, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Jets that originate from b  quarks are identified with a combined secondary vertex b-tagging algorithm \[[@CR25]\] that uses the tracks and secondary vertices associated with the jets as inputs to a neural network. The algorithm provides a b  jet tagging efficiency of 70%, and a misidentification rate in a sample of quark and gluon jets of about 1%. The b  tagging efficiency is corrected to take into account a difference at the few percent level in algorithm performance for data and simulation \[[@CR25]\].

Data and simulated samples {#Sec4}
==========================

The data sample analyzed in this search corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 35.9$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All the simulated processes use the NNPDF 3.0 \[[@CR40]\] parton distribution functions (PDFs), and are interfaced with [pythia]{.smallcaps}  8.205 \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\] for the parton showering and hadronization. The CUETP8M1 underlying event tune \[[@CR43]\] is used in all samples, except for top quark pair production, which adopts the CUETP8M2T4 tune \[[@CR44]\].

Additional minimum bias pp interactions within the same or adjacent bunch crossings (pileup) are added to the simulated processes, and events are weighted to match the observed average number of interactions per bunch crossing. Generated events are processed through a full CMS detector simulation based on [Geant4]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR45]\] and reconstructed with the same algorithms used for collision data.

Event selection {#Sec5}
===============

Events are classified into three independent categories ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results and interpretation {#Sec7}
==========================
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Fig. 3Pre- (dashed gray lines) and post-fit (stacked histograms) numbers of events in the different control regions used in the fit. The label in each bin summarizes the control region definition, the selection on the number and flavor of the leptons, and the number of b-tagged jets. The bottom panel depicts the ratio between the data and the SM backgrounds Fig. 4Distributions of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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